As part of this Survivor series, all teams need to work quickly and effectively to complete five new things to represent your tribe.

You will need to make a flag that will represent your tribe for the Survivor Challenges held throughout the next 2 weeks. This flag must contain your tribe name, names of all tribe members, motto and symbol(s) for your tribe.

You will also need to decide on a new tribe name. However there is a catch! Your name must have something to do with being in year 5.

Every tribe also needs a short and catchy motto that your tribe will live by during the Survivor challenges eg. "First In Everything" or "Striving For The Heights".

Your new symbol will be something that you can all relate to. Be creative but also keep it simple!

Finally a tribe song, chant, rap etc. Just like a footy team has a song that they sing, your tribe must also prepare a war cry or chant etc. to sing at the end of each challenge.

The following points will be awarded for each section of this challenge:

- Most original, creative etc: 20 points
- Runner up: 15 points
- Second Runner up: 10 points
- Third Runner up: 5 points

(Of course, there could also be bonus points awarded for excellent and effective team work).

Good luck Survivors!!